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A bstract
The need for d ata sharing across distributed and heterogeneous data sources is grow
ing. Peer Database Management Systems (PDBMSs) offer one such data sharing
approach, which favors a direct and dynamic node-to-node model of communication
with no centralized control. Where Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) using Web
services technologies allow users to leverage existing assets towards the goal of build
ing new architectures and integrating existing systems th at can be componentized.
We propose two versions of Open Service Architecture for PDBMSs (OSAP). The
first called OSAP I, hides all the JXTA services offered by a peer as private processes
th at can be used by other peers only through the use of the well-defined interface of
a peer manager which is a web service. The second version, OSAP II, offers loose
coupling of Web services, together with their decentralization. In OSAP II, the main
services of the PDBMS are offered as Web services that are invoked via the network
using a set of well-defined interfaces. This approach provides power and flexibil
ity in terms of development and usage of the system. We have implemented both
architectures within the Hyperion PDBMS framework. We provided detailed analy
sis of three the systems (Hyperion, SO /H ypl, SO/Hyp2) in terms of architecture,
characteristics and performance comparison.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) computing has emerged as an architecture for networking th at
provides a direct and dynamic node-to-node communication model. Using a dedi
cated naming space, peers act as both clients and servers and take the responsibility
of providing contents over the network. One of the main characteristics of P2P net
works is th at the peers are autonomous with respect to the control and structure of
the network; peers may join or leave the network at any time. Peers join the net
work and create logical communication links called acquaintances with other peers
to share and coordinate data.
The Hyperion project [27, 12] is investigating data management issues of P2P
computing. These issues are centered on the development of Peer D ata Management
Systems (PDBMSs), which are DBMSs th at manage databases, called peer data
bases, th at are associated with each peer. The Hyperion project develops techniques
for providing d ata sharing and data coordination with no central control, no global

1
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schema, transient participation of peer databases, and constantly evolving coordina
tion rules among peers. Each peer is supposed to be equipped with a peer database
with its own schema and data. When peers become acquainted, logical m etadata in
the form of value correspondences, called mapping tables [22], th at are necessary to
allow d ata sharing are exchanged semi-automatically between the acquainted peers.
The mapping tables help to produce mappings at the data level for bridging the se
mantic heterogeneities between the peers. We view PDBMs as a conventional DBMS
augmented with a P2P interoperability layer. This layer implements the function
ality required for PDBMSs to share and coordinate data without giving up their
autonomy[22]. Interoperability is obtained through mapping tables th at are created
using m etadata of the peers. A network of PDBMSs constitutes a peer database
system (PDBS), similar to classical multidatabase systems [37]. However, unlike the
latter, a PDBS is not set up at design time, but at run time.
Data management issues related to P2P computing have become an increasingly
attractive research area lately. This research area is investigating architectural as
pects of PDBMSs [40, 1]. Unfortunately, the rare architectural proposals made so
far have not been compared in order to asses them. We believe th at the reason lies
in the divergences these architectures show in the underlying concepts used to for
malize the heterogeneity of these systems. Two major directions exists concerning
the handling of heterogeneity. On one hand, there is an architecture spearheaded by
the Piazza system [40] which uses a rich mapping language, GLAV (Global-LocalAs-View), to syntactically express the heterogeneity gap between peer databases.
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On the other hand, Hyperion uses mapping tables to semantically express the het
erogeneity. Also, within these two major directions, there is no systematic study of
possible architecture alternatives in order to asses their respective advantages and
drawbacks.

1.1

M o tiv a tio n and O b jectiv es

There is an architecture for Hyperion [12] th at is based on a logical architecture in
troduced in [1]. This existing architecture uses the notion of service in the sense of an
encapsulated and well-interfaced module with a well-defined functionality. Moreover,
it is implemented on top the JXTA P2P infrastructure [18]. However, this architec
ture defines peer services exclusively in the context of peer-to-peer networks, so the
integration of a new service in the network requires it to be a pure P2P service. Even
though the concept of services appears in the existing architecture of Hyperion, this
concept does not meet the characteristics and requirements of a ’’Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA)” .

1.2

M o tiv a tin g E xam p le

Consider a system for airline-ticket reservations (This example is adapted from [1]).
Peer databases belong to travel agencies and airlines. Acquaintances are established
between affiliated travel agencies, between travel agencies and airlines, between part
ner airlines, and so on. Consider database schemas of two partner airlines as shown
in Figure 1.1.
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Schem a for A lpha-A ir A irline
AA_Passenger (pid, name)
AA_Flight (fno, date, dest, sold, cap)
AA_Ticket (pid, fno, meal)
Schem a for B eta-A ir Air ine
BA_Fleet (aid, type, capacity)
BA_Passenger (pid, name)
BA_Flight (fno, date, to, sold, aid)
B_Reserve (pid, fno)
Figure 1.1: Database Schemas

Alpha-Air stores for each passenger, his/her identifier and name; for each flight it
stores the flight number, date, destination city, number of tickets sold, and capacity
of the flight. The information about the tickets sold is stored as the passenger iden
tifier, flight number and the passenger meal preference. Beta-Air stores information
about its fleet, namely, the identifier of each plane, as well as the type and capacity
of the latter. Name and passenger identifier is stored for information about each pas
senger. For each flight the flight number, date, destination airport code, tickets sold,
and identifier of the airplane are stored. For each reservation passenger identifier
and corresponding flight number is stored. For simplicity it is assumed that flights
originate in the city of Toronto for Alpha-Air and the Toronto airport for Beta-Air.
In a service oriented peer-to-peer architecture, peers like Alpha-Air and Beta-Air
should join the peer network and should be able to find other peers in the network.
To offer services to other peers in the network, peers expose a well-defined interface;
this includes detailed information about the peer, description of the data and list of
services it offers. The services could include how to establish acquaintances, query
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data, and subscribe to get notification and updates about the data, and so on. The
acquaintance service associates two peers and translates their respective languages
to each other so th a t both peers can share data. For example ’dest’ attribute in the
Alpha-Air is the destination city of a flight whereas ’to ’ attribute in Beta-Air is the
name of the airport of the destination city. After the creation of the acquaintance
between Alpha-Air and Beta-Air ’dest’ can be translated to ’to ’ and vice versa. The
acquaintance service should allow the capability of sending one peers’ schema (say
p i) to the other peer (say p2) to facilitate subsequent data sharing. So after the
acquaintance is established peer p i and p2 exchange their translated devices.
The query service allows peers to query acquainted peers. The query service
simply exposes operations th at allow to query a peer and return results. Similarly
for any other services a peer exposes, these services are used via service calls and all
the details are hidden from the user. A query can be executed locally at a peer or
remotely by forwarding it to other peers; the details are not presented to the user.
Furthermore should the implementation details of any service change, the user’s
application will not be affected. This is one of the characteristics of the SOA th at
it provides the ability to leverage existing assets, with the goal of building a new
architecture by integrating new parts (which are componentized) into the system.
The main motivation for investigating the use of a Web service based architecture
comes from the need for open service architectures that facilitate fine-grained data
access in the P2P environments. Fulfilling this need would close a gap similar to one
th at the related field of grid computing has already filled.
Recently grid computing has emerged as a significant im portant field th at is
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distinct from traditional distributed computing by focusing on resource sharing on
large scale, and high performance orientation [7]. The need for open standards th at
define the interaction and promote interoperability between heterogeneous resources
inspired the search for an Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA), specified by the
Open Grid Services Infrastructure working group of the Global Grid Forum (GGF)
in June 2002. The project Open Grid Service Architecture - D ata Access Integration
(OGSA-DAI) provides extension to the OGSA [35]. The OGSA-DAI architecture
promotes the construction of a middleware based on the Web Services Description
Language (WSDL) specifications to support access and integration of data from
separate heterogeneous d ata sources via the grid. An effort similar to OGSA-DAI
is still missing for the P2P environments. Such an effort will require spelling out
details of the involved architecture.
A second motivation is the perceived need for integrating schema and instance
level d ata mappings in a common framework [22, 40]. Such an integration can only
succeed if a clear defined interface between the two worlds is given. Such an interface
would allow the sharing of data among both worlds. Interface based on Web services
would considerably ease this task.

1.3

C o n trib u tion s

We propose two versions of Open Service Architecture for Peer Database Manage
ment Systems (OSAP) to provide service-oriented architectures for peer database
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systems, which inherit all the benefits of service oriented architecture. The contri
butions of this thesis are as follows.
• First, we propose two versions of the OSAP architecture. The first architecture,
called OSAP I, hides all the JXTA services or functionalities offered by a peer
in a PDBMS as private processes th at are accessed only through a single entry
point made of a peer manager. The latter is is a web service. The second
architecture, OSAP II, offers a loose coupling of peers Web services, along
with their decentralization. In this version, the main services of the PDBMS
are offered as web services which are invoked by acquainted peers via a set of
well-defined interfaces.
• Second, we implemented both proposed architectures, OSAP I and OSAP II
within the Hyperion PDBMS framework and run experiments to compare their
performance and ease of use with the existing, JXTA-based implementation of
Hyperion.
Other than service orientation for the P2P architecture, the main goal and inter
ests of the OSAP is to present architectures not for data integration, but for data
coordination in a context where each peer database does not need to constrain itself
in order to share data with acquainted peers.
The OSAP architecture is a consistent Service Oriented Architecture upgrade to
P2P architecture, which preserves all the specifications and provisions of the PDBMS
and takes advantages of the benefits inherent from SOA.
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O u tlin e

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents background re
search of topics including interoperability of autonomous databases, peer databases
and grid computing. In addition to this we also introduce the Service Oriented Ar
chitecture (SOA) in this chapter. In Chapter 3 we propose architectures for service
oriented peer DBMS. Chapter 4 gives implementation details, and Chapter 5 presents
detailed architectural and performance analysis. In Chapter 6 related work is pre
sented, finally we conclude with Chapter 7, which offers a summary of the thesis and
discussion of the future work.
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C hapter 2
Background

2.1

In tero p era b ility o f A u to n o m o u s D a ta b a ses

As the need of sharing d ata increased at steady pace database systems with shared
access to heterogeneous d ata created by multiple autonomous applications in cen
tralized environment was considered to be the solution. The idea was successful but
users then required shared access to multiple autonomous databases. M ultidatabase
and federated database systems solve many problems arise from centralized data
sharing. These systems make databases interoperable th at is they are used with
out globally integrated schema, also they preserve the autonomy of each database
supporting shared access [26].

9
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Taxonom y of M ultidatabase and Federated D atabases

A database system may be centralized or distributed. A centralized DBMS man
ages a single database on the same computer whereas a distributed DBMS manages
multiple databases, th at may reside or one or many computers. A Multidatabase Sys
tem (MDBS) supports operations on multiple database systems (DBS), each DBS
is managed by a separate DBMS th at may either be a centralized or distributed.
MDBS is further divided into homogeneous and heterogeneous categories. A MDBS
is called homogeneous if all the DBMSs of the DBS are same otherwise it is called
heterogeneous.
Different types of federated database systems with various architectures can be
created by different levels of integration of DBSs and by different levels of federation
services. The taxonomy shown in Figure 2.1 is considered in [25] th at focuses on
the autonomy dimension. In this taxonomy multidatabase system is classified in two
types as non-federated and federated database systems. A non-federated database
system is an integration of DBS th at are not autonomous. It has a single level of
management and does not distinguish local and nonlocal users.
A Federated Database System (FDBS) is a collection of cooperating and au
tonomous database systems. Each DBS has control over the data they manage,
where they cooperate to allow different degrees of integration with no centralized
control. FDBS is further classified as no integration and total integration. Based
on the management and component integration issues FDBSs are categorized into
loosely coupled and tightly coupled. An FDBS is loosely coupled if there is no control
enforced by the federated system and administrators and it is the user’s responsibility
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Multi database
Systems
Nonfederated
Database Systems

Federated Database
Systems

Loosely Coupled

Single
Federation

Tightly Coupled

Multiple Federations

Figure 2.1: Taxonomy of multidatabase systems [25]
to create and manage the federation. This type of FDBS is also called interoperable
database system. An FDBS is tightly coupled if it is responsibility of the federation
and its administrators to create and maintain the federation [37].

2.1.2

Federated D atabases

A Federated Database System (FDBS) is a collection of cooperating and autonomous
component database systems (DBS). The software th at manages and coordinates the
manipulation of cooperating database systems is called Federated Database Man
agement System (FDBMS). Component databases can participate in more than one
federation and the DBMS of the component DBS can be centralized, or distributed
DBMS or an FDBMS [26, 37],
A component DBS can perform local operations and participate in a federation
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ES

ES/PS

ES/PS

PS

Figure 2.2: Federated database architecture. IS, import schema; ES, export schema;
PS, private schema; FD, federal dictionary [10]
at the same time. The integration of component DBSs in FDBS can be managed
by the users of the federation or by the FDBS administrator together with the ad
ministrators of the component DBSs. One of the significant aspects of the FDBS is
th at users or administrators can chose the amount of integration depending on their
needs and desires to participate in the federation and share their databases.
Figure 2.2 presents federated database architecture. In this figure each database
presents an export schema to the federation. The export schema can either be actual
conceptual schema or a derived schema which hides some private data.

Import

schema defines d ata to be manipulated by federation users and it can be grouped
from several export schemas. Each FDBS holds one federal dictionary which is a
distinguished component whose information zone is the federation.
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Figure 2.3: M ultidatabase architecture. ES, external schema; CS, conceptual
schema; DS, dependency schema; IS, internal logical schema; PS, physical schema.
[ 10 ]

2.1.3

M ultidatabases

Litwin argued in [25] th at DBMSs should evolve towards MDBS, so they are able to
respond to developments in information retrieval, accommodate existing databases,
allow applications to be systematically designed in such a way th a t different data can
resided in desired databases. Database autonomy can be preserved and they could
become small and less complex [26].
Multidatabase systems are classified as open and closed database system.

A

closed MDBS manages multidatabases created under its control or managed by
DBMSs with the same d ata model and language as the MDBS. In a closed MDBS
the protocols for concurrency control, transaction processing and recovery must be
presented to the DBMSs as applications. Sybase and Oracle V5 are examples of
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closed MDBS.
An open MDBS allows operations on multidatabases of other MDBSs or multi
databases managed by DBMSs with different data models and languages. In an open
system multidatabase operations can only be processed if different system component
having the same role are able to interoperate.
The MDBS architecture illustrated in Figure 2.3 [25] extends the ANSISPARCH
architecture. It is divided into three levels; Internal Level, Conceptual M ultidatabase
Level and External Level. The Internal level contains existing databases managed
by DBMSs with its physical internal schema. The Conceptual Multidatabase Level
presents the DBMS to the next level th at is multidatabase level. It is the con
ceptual schema (CSi) of the database willing to cooperate. The CSi may be the
actual conceptual schema or local external schema. In the latter case, the actual
conceptual schema is called an internal logical schema (IS). The conceptual schemas
may support different data models and hide private data. The multidatabase level
also includes the definition of dependencies between sub-collections of databases ex
pressed as dependency schemas (DSi). The (DSi) allow database administrator to
specify and enforce consistency between databases in the absence of global schema.
In the External Level of the MDBS architecture external database schemas (ESi) are
constructed. A multidatabase schema can also present a collection of databases as
a single integrated database where an actual database may however enter different
external schemas and may be manipulated locally.
As in the Figure 2.3 a user of MDBS can access multiple databases in two ways,
either directly at the multidatabase level using the functions of the multidatabase
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language or through an external view.

2.1.4

Sim ilarities and differences o f FD B S and M D B S

Comparing figures 2.2 and 2.3, the reference architectures of federated databases and
multidatabases are similar. Import schema in the FDBS architecture corresponds to
an external schema in multidatabase system. A private schema corresponds to the in
ternal logical schema or the conceptual schema at the multidatabase level. An export
schema can be considered equivalent to a conceptual schema of the multidatabase
level. The FDBS architecture does not specify whether the user to manipulate the
export schemas directly, separately or jointly. It also does not support interdatabase
dependencies as defined in [26].
On the other hand, the multidatabase architecture does not consider dictionary
equivalent to the federal dictionary as a basic feature.

Also it does not include

capabilities of interdatabase negotiations. Other than these aspects, the difference
between two approaches is only in the terms used for similar concepts. The major
notion in the federated approach is autonomy and cooperation in interdatabase shar
ing, where the multidatabase approach shares these goals but it also stresses on the
concepts of multidatabase manipulation and interoperability. For a multidatabase
to exist a multidatabase language is required. So, multidatabase is a federation of
databases, joined through the existence of the multidatabase language th at allows
the declaration of interdatabase dependencies. A conceptual schema at the multi
database level can be stated as export schema of the federated database [26].
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D a ta sh arin g in G rid C o m p u tin g

Gird computing has emerged as a significant important field th at is distinct from
traditional distributed computing by focusing on resource sharing on large scale, and
high performance orientation. The actual problem that inspires the Grid concept
is coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional
virtual organizations [8]. Resource sharing is not only concerned with file exchange
but direct access to computers, software, data and other resources th at are required
by a range of collaborative problem-solving and resource brokering strategies. So
virtual organizations (VO) are groups of individual, institutions or resource providers
who decide to share resources and behave as a single virtual organization [8].
A broad collection of heterogeneous resources th at interact and behave in a wellknown and consistent manner with each other comprises a grid. The need for open
standards th at define this interaction and promote interoperability between hetero
geneous resources is the inspiration for the Open Grid Services Architecture (OGSA),
specified by the Open Grid Services Infrastructure working group of the Global Grid
Forum (GGF) in June 2002.
OGSA uses underlying concepts of Grid computing, which is defined as ” a hard
ware and software infrastructure th at provides dependable, consistent, pervasive and
inexpensive access to high-end computational capabilities” [7]. Grid provides a plat
form th a t integrates and coordinates resources without centralized control, uses stan
dard, open, general-purpose protocols and interfaces that address fundamental issues
as authentication, authorization, resource discovery and access. It also provides var
ious qualities of service such as response time, throughput, availability and security
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among others.
The project Open Grid Service Architecture - D ata Access Integration (OGSADAI) provides extension to the OGSA. The main goal of the OGSA-DAI is to produce
specifications for generic data services th at are based on a common design framework
and consistent with the OGSA framework. By the OGSA-DAI interfaces, different,
heterogeneous data resources can be accessed and controlled in a single logical re
source. Furthermore OGSA-DAI components also hold the capability to be used as
basic primitives in creating sophisticated higher-level services th at offer the capabili
ties of data federation and distributed query processing within a Virtual Organization
(VO) [32]. OGSA-DAI is the basis on which the Grid data services software Globus
Toolkit is built [32]. Another significant goal of the OGSA-DAI is to guarantee th at
Grid model and OGSA standards accomplish all the requirements of data access
and integration of large user populations and large data volumes. It also ensures
th at Grid d ata services meet the levels of service required including performance,
scalability, resilience, availability and manageability evolution and distribution.
OGSA-DAI consists of building a middleware to support with access and inte
gration of data from separate heterogeneous data sources via the grid. Using the
concepts and technologies from the Grid and Web services, it defines Grid services
to create, name, access, request service and discover other services. The OGSA-DAI
defines interfaces using the Web Services Description Language (WSDL) specifica
tion th at is used to create and compose distributed systems th at have capabilities
of lifetime management, change management, and notification. It provides location
transparency and integration with underlying native platforms [32].
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R equirem ents o f O G SA -D A I

This section presents some fundamental requirements of the OGSA-DAI th at assist
it to accomplish its goals in effective and proficient manner. Grid does not account
for any central controlling authority so in order for any one to use service, service
properties has to be published via registries. Clients query registries to discover the
appropriate services. A semantic W eb/Grid is constructed to make use of m etadata
to describe, query and match the relevant properties.
Grid classifies the data of a client into many categories such as personal data, ser
vice data, ancillary data, collaboration data and primary structured data. Personal
data is d ata collected by or about individual users, which is typically private. Service
data is used to provide a data access and integration infrastructure, some examples
of service data includes data describing Web services, defining authorization policies
and so on. Ancillary data is the structured metadata, which is used to support bulk
or structured data. The collaboration data is classified as the data th at is collected
to enable scientific information to be shared efficiently and accurately. The scientific
and instrumental observations are recorded as primary structured data [32].
In addition to database operations, data transport is an im portant operation
th at must be supported by Grid data service. To facilitate an open-ended variety of
data models, operations and transport mechanisms, operations are requested using
a request document. It specifies a series of activities such as database operations
defined using standard query languages and data delivery [32],
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of OGSA-DAI architecture [10]

2.2.2

O G SA -D A I an Overview

This section presents the OGSA-DAI in detail and show how the requirements posed
by the Grid architecture are met by the OGSA-DAI.

Grid Services
A Grid service is a Web service which is associated with a particular lifespan, exhibits
a set of behaviors and agrees upon a set of interfaces through which a client may
interact [10].
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O G SA -D A I
The OGSA-DAI does more than fulfilling objectives of the OGSA specifications by
allowing d ata resources such as databases to be incorporated in an OGSA framework.
The motivation behind OGSA-DAI can be listed as follows [32]:
• Integrate data sources and resources into an architecture th at conforms to
OGSA.
• Acquire information about data th at may be distributed amongst several het
erogeneous database environments.
• Locate d ata th at is not known beforehand.
• Integrate different data models from distributed databases.
• Discover databases that hold the required data and be able to interpret th at
data.
• Access d ata through uniform interfaces.
• Integrate d ata from various data sources to obtain the required information.
The above requirements of OGSA-DAI yield some constraints th at must be satis
fied. These constraints include: (1) to provide a service for registration and discovery
of databases with the required data, (2) support access to these databases and in
teraction with them, (3) provide control over the structure of the results in the
interaction, (4) provide control over the method and location of delivery of results in
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the database interaction, (5) ensure th at the database interaction and data transport
methods are independent of the type of database and the data model.
The logical view of OGSA-DAI is as a number of co-operating Grid services, some
of which may act as proxies or gateways for the system th at holds th at data. A typical
scenario of d ata access using the OGSA-DAI is th at a client (an application program
or portal) uses D ata Registry to locate a Grid D ata Service Factory (GDSF) service.
This service has the capability of generating the required access and integration
facilities, whereas D ata Registry is an extension of the standard OGSA registries
th at also uses m etadata about the contents, organization and operations of the data
resources th at may be reached. Information th at is returned to the client allows
it to choose the right GDSF and activate it using its Grid Service Handle (GSH).
The GDSF produces required number of Grid D ata Services (GDS) th at provide the
desired access to d ata resources. The client then uses the GDS to obtain required
functionalities [32]. Figure 2.4 depicts the OGSA-DAI architecture.

Grid D a ta Service Factory
The Grid Data Service Factory (GDSF) is a particular service which offers a data
resource and is able to create new Grid D ata Services (GDS) through which clients
can interact with this data resource. Furthermore, clients can obtain information
about the d ata resource exposed by the GDSF and so decide whether the data
resource meets their requirements. GDSF is a persistent service th at lives as long as
the distributed system wants to publish their data and provide its services [11].
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Grid D a ta Service
The Grid D ata Service (GDS) is a significant OGSA-DAI component. It assists in
data access, d ata integration and data delivery functions. GDS supports documentoriented interface for data requests and response, GDS-Perform documents are used
by clients to specify operations on the data resource, where the status of the opera
tion, delivery locations as well as data is returned to clients via the GDS-Response
document. Each GDS allows access to a single data resource, where the GDS is
created by the Grid D ata Service Factory (GDSF) which is responsible of managing
access to th at d ata resource. GDSF creates GDS for a given lifetime, after expiring
of its lifespan GDS cannot be accessed any further, or it can explicitly be term inated
via Destroy operation. Clients can access information about the state of the GDS,
information about the data resource it provides access to, as well as operations th at
can be performed upon this particular GDS [10].

2.2.3

L im itations o f Grids

As mentioned above, the concept of virtual organization refers to a set of individuals
and/or institutions sharing data and computing resources by a variety of collabo
rative strategies. The goal of the Grid is to provide an appropriate infrastructure
for virtual organizations, which is based on standardized services th at implement
well-established and largely supported models. But this kind of infrastructure con
ceals the complexity of heterogeneous and distributed data sources, and handles the
dynamics of the underlying networking environment.
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Grid-based integrated databases are basically loosely coupled database feder
ations, which integrate heterogeneous sources, with the purpose of responding to
business demands in a flexible manner. The integration logic is usually contained in
specific applications to integration at the ’’functional” level. In fact, analysts build
the integrated virtual schema based on views over the source schemas, and the in
tegration semantics they implement is usually entangled in their internal code. As
a consequence, a change in data sources such as adding a new node, or changing
m etadata would require reprogramming the applications. Researchers in the field of
Semantic Grids state th at as a risk in the implementation of many real interesting
application scenarios, and their effort is intended at prevailing over this limitation.
Indeed, Grid Databases suffer of a certain inflexibility, which limits the exploitation
of Data Grids in many real situations [3].

2.3

P eer D B M S - (P D B M S )

Peer-to-peer (P2P) computing has emerged as an alternative networking approach
to the traditional server-client networking architecture, which favors a direct and
dynamic node-to-node model of communication with no centralized control. Peers in
the network are autonomous with respect to the control and structure of the network,
as peers may join or leave network at any time. When a peer joins the network, it
can establish acquaintances with other peers, where acquainted peers can share and
coordinate data.
The P2P layer of a PDBMS acts as interoperability layer, th at implements the
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functionality required for peers to share and coordinate data without- loosing peers
autonomy. Services are supported in each peer by adding a conventional DBMS with
a P2P layer th at allows peers to use each other’s data even in the presence of hetero
geneous underlying databases. So the P2P layer plays the role th at interoperability
layers play in multidatabases or federated database systems [12].

2.3.1

Hyperion: A Peer D B M S

The Hyperion project [1] aims at providing data sharing and data coordination with
no central control, no global schema, transient participation of peer databases, and
constantly evolving coordination rules among peers. In the Hyperion peer database
system each peer is a database with its own schema and data. Peers belong to interest
groups where all peers in a group share a common interest. When peers become
acquainted, logical m etadata th at is necessary to allow data sharing is exchanged
semi-automatically. These m etadata help to produce mappings at the data level as
well as schema level, which helps to bridge semantic and schematic heterogeneities
between the peers. Hyperion provides peer database system as a conventional DBMS
amplified with a P2P interoperability layer. This layer implements the functionality
required for peers to share and coordinate data without loosing their autonomy [27].
The P2P layer of the Hyperion PDMS consists of a P2P User Interface, a Peer
Manager, a JXTA Acquaintance Service, a JXTA Query Service and a JXTA ECA
Rules Service. The P2P U ser Interface is where local or remote queries are posed,
and to specify distributed ECA rules describing the pattern of data coordination.
The Peer M anager handles a set of JXTA services offered by a peer node, where
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a service is associated to distributed computation performed by the peer on behalf
of its acquaintance. The JX T A A cquaintance service semi-automatically estab
lishes and abolishes acquaintances thus inducing a logical peer-to-peer network. The
JX T A Q uery Service contains the ability to execute local and remote queries.
The JX T A E C A R ules Service manages and executes distributed ECA rules to
enforce consistency policies and coordinate updates between peers [27].

2.3.2

JX TA

Peer database management systems are based on the P2P architecture, where any
peer can interact with other peers and resources directly even when some of the peers
and resources are behind firewalls.
JXTA is a well-known P2P architecture th at provides a set of open protocols,
which allow connected devices on the network to communicate and collaborate in
a P2P manner. The goals of JXTA includes interoperability across different P2P
systems and platform independence with multiple and diverse languages, systems
and networks. ’’Project JXTA” [18] by Sun Microsystems provides a reference im
plementation of the JXTA architecture in Java.
The JXTA protocols standardize the way peers discover each other, organize
themselves in groups, advertise and discover network resources, communicate with
each other and monitor each other [19].
A JXTA pipe is a virtual communication channel th at is used to send and re
ceive messages between peers. Input pipes are used to receive input messages from
other peers and output pipes are used to send messages to peers. A Message is
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an envelop th at contains information and is transm itted using pipes. Messages are
usually defined using XML format [19].
Peer databases are built using JXTA and traditional database management sys
tems where peers join the network and advertise communication channel and a set
of JXTA services. Peers discover JXTA services of other peers and use them; these
services are JXTA services and peers are discovered using JXTA discovery mecha
nism.

2.4

S ervice O rien ted A rch itectu re (SO A )

The Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) provides architecture as well as a program
ming model. It enables software designers to design systems th at provide services
to other applications through publishable and discoverable interfaces where the ser
vices can be invoked via the network. Implementing an SOA using Web services
technologies enable a new way of building applications within a more powerful, flex
ible programming model, where development and ownership costs can be reduced.
SOA provides ability to leverage existing assets, where the goal is to build a new
architecture and integrate existing system th at can be componentized [38].

2.4.1

W eb Services

Web service is defined as ” a programmable application logic accessible using standard
Internet protocols” [39]. Web services are accessed via Web protocols (e.g. HTTP)
using well-known d ata format such as XML. In practice, Web services have emerged
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as a prevailing means for integrating IT systems as assets. Businesses today use
Web services for application integration, reusing existing IT assets and connecting
to business partners and customers securely.
Service Oriented Architectures have grown over the past years to support high
performance, scalability, reliability and availability. Applications have been designed
as services so th at they can be accessed through programmable interface, where
clients have been accessing these services using distributed computing protocols such
as DCOM, CORBA or RMI, but these protocols are tightly coupled and are effec
tive for building a specific application and limit flexibility of the system. Also each
of these distributed computing protocols are constrained by dependencies on ven
dor implementations, platforms or languages thus result in limiting interoperability
[39]. On the other hand, Web services capture the characteristics of service ori
ented architecture and combine the latter with the Web. Since Web services support
communication using standard protocols, they are completely independent of ven
dor, platform and language specific details. Therefore the Web services and Web
combined eliminate the restriction of DCOM, CORBA or RMI.
Web services communicate with each other using XML (Extensible Markup Lan
guage), which is used to describe Web service’s interface and message encoding.
Standard formats and protocols are used to interpret XML messages; these XMLbased technologies include SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI. The Simple Object Access
Protocol (SOAP) is a standard communication protocol for Web services. The Web
service Description Language (WSDL) presents a standard way to describe a Web
service, whereas the Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) defines
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Figure 2.5: Interaction of Core Web Service technologies [39]
a standard to register and discover Web services [39].
Figure 2.5 shows at a high level how SOAP, WSDL and UDDI work together with
Web services and a client (Web service consumer). The Web service is described using
WSDL specification and registered in UDDI registry. The UDDI maintains pointers
to WSDL and the service. When a service consumer wants to use the service, he/she
first queries the UDDI registry to find a service that matches his needs and gets the
WSDL of the service. Then the service consumer uses the WSDL specification to
construct SOAP message to communicate with the service.

2.4.2

Service O riented P 2 P

Major database and information systems companies have clearly recognized the need
for either Grid or P2P d ata access. For example, IBM and Oracle are working with
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National e-Science Center in the United Kingdom on the development of the OGSADAI framework. Also a framework for P2P data integration on the Grid is under
consideration by IBM-Italy. However these efforts are centered around the Grid
infrastructure. There seems therefore to be a clear need for a similar development
for a service-oriented infrastructure th at is purely centered around the concept of
P2P, which though could offer a bridge to the Grid world.

2.4.3

JX TA -SO A P

JXTA-SOAP [19] is another project by Sun Microsystems for peer-to-peer networks;
this project aims at providing SOAP communication over the JXTA P2P network.
The design goal of this project is to wrap Web services around JXTA services, using
JXTA for Web service discovery and message transport as well as SOAP encoding,
faults, security etc over the JXTA network.
JXTA-SOAP is a significant addition to JXTA that allows Web services to be
incorporated in the JXTA network, a Web service wrapped around a JXTA service
serves client in same way as a regular Web service does. The significant advantage
using JXTA-SOAP is th at it will assist in the creation of a service oriented peerto-peer network. Service oriented peer-to-peer network will inherit all the benefits
from the Service Oriented Architecture. The following points provide detail about the
benefits of service oriented P2P and limitations of conventional JXTA P2P networks.
• SOA enables systems to be designed th at provide services to other applications
through publishable and discoverable interfaces [38]. Conventional P2P using
JXTA provides ability to publish and discover services using JXTA publishing
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and discovery mechanism. This is limited to publishing and discovery of JXTA
services only.
• Implementing SOA using Web Services technology provides applications with a
powerful, flexible programming model where development and ownership costs
can be reduced [38].
• SOA provides ability to leverage existing assets, where the goal is to build
a new architecture and integrate existing system th at can be componentized
[38]. Conventional P2P using JXTA provide services to be integrated but the
services have to be published, discovered and called using JXTA mechanisms.
So if a peer wants to use an existing service, it has to be changed carefully to
conform to JXTA interfaces.
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C hapter 3
O pen Service A rchitecture for
Peer D B M S
We propose an Open Service Architecture for Peer Database Management Systems
(OSAP) to provide service-oriented architecture for peer database management sys
tems, which inherits all the benefits of service oriented architecture. The P2P archi
tecture is straightforward. As there is a clear need of either Grid or P2P data access
or both, OSAP has to conform to latest technologies and standards.
Other than service orientation for the P2P architecture, the main goal and inter
ests of the OSAP is to present architecture not for data integration, but also for data
coordination in a context where each peer database does not need to constrain itself
in order to share d ata with acquainted peers. The intuition behind it is to extend
the concept of interoperability used in federated databases. In federated databases
interoperability is setup at design time using a globally accessible interface. In peer
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DBMSs, however interoperability is set up at run-time and access to the peers is
strictly local, due to the independence of underlying peers.
The OSAP is a consistent Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) upgrade to peerto-peer architecture, which preserves all the specifications and provisions of the
PDMS and takes advantages of the benefits inherent from SOA.
We presented two different approaches for OSAP architecture. First of all OSAP
I is simple and similar to the conventional PDBMS architecture. But OSAP I does
not take full advantage of SOA, along with its limited flexibility, extensibility, and
maintainability.

We further tune the OSAP I architecture to propose OSAP II

architecture th at has better properties than OSAP I described later in the thesis.

3.1

R eq u irem en ts

This section documents the requirements of the OSAP architecture and compares it
with the requirements of data access and integration on Grids used in the OGSADAI framework; these requirements are posed due to the service orientation of the
OSAP architecture . Furthermore we document non-functional requirements in this
section.
Figure 3.1 shows comparison of OGSA-DAI with the OSAP architecture. The
OGSA-DAI is composed of the Grid architecture and Web services; clients in the Grid
are autonomous and publish their services using the Grid D ata Registry. The PDMS
also assumes no central authority and the peers in the network are autonomous,
by joining or leaving the network at their discretion. Peers join peer network and
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Publish Web service
Discover Web service
Request Web service
Query service
Provide m etadata
Subscribe
Notification service
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OSAP
Publish Web service
Discover Web service
Establish acquaintance, Request Web service
Establish acquaintance, Query service
Provide mappings, coordination rules
D ata coordination service
D ata coordination service

Figure 3.1: Requirements Comparision of OGSA-DAI and OSAP

publish their services as Web services.
Clients in the OGSA-DAI framework discover services published by other service
providers using the Grid D ata Registry, whereas peers in the PDMS join the peer
network and discover services published by other peers. Acquaintance service is the
most im portant service of peer architecture; it enables the mutual peer understand
ing.
After an OGSA-DAI service is discovered, it can be requested through the well
defined interface th at is published on the Grid D ata Registry; similarly, in the OSAP
architecture peers discover services of other peers and request these service using
the service’s well defined interface. The key difference in requesting a service in the
OGSA-DAI and the OSAP is th at in OSAP the requesting peer has to get acquainted
with the servicing peer to get the service. The acquaintance service is a special service
where this rule does not apply because peers have to get acquainted first in order to
use further services.
In the OGSA-DAI, a query is processed through the Grid D ata Service (GDS)
which is created using the Grid D ata Service Factory (GDSF), each GDS being
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responsible for one data source. The response to the query may contain integrated
data from several d ata sources, which is transparent to the user. Whereas queries in
the PDMS are posed to the query service on the local peer, answers are retrieved by
translating the query according to the schema of acquainted peers to pose query to
them. Queries are requested using query service of acquainted peers.
The Grid D ata Service provides a schema for the data source it is responsible
for. This schema gives detailed information about the data source. The schema
can be requested using the well-defined interface published by the Grid Service. In
the PDMS, peers have full control on their data which they can share with their
neighbors fully or partially, in other words some of the data can be made public
whereas the other private. Using mapping table peers allow their acquaintances to
pose query on them. Mapping tables are generated using data level mappings.
Services can be subscribed using the OGSA-DAI where any changes, updates or
deletions in the d ata or in the subscribed service itself are notified to the client using
the notification service. Using OSAP peers have full control on their data in the
PDMS; data can be changed or updated at their desire, if there is a change in the
data or its structure th at is shared with other peers can result in inconsistency. Data
coordination service provides ability to keep consistency of data sharing between.

3.1.1

N on-functional R equirem ents

Analyzing existing peer database management systems the non-functional require
ments such as quality of service, security, scalability, availability and user friendliness
and extensibility play significant role. Details of each of these requirements are given
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below.

Q uality o f Service (QOS)
Acquaintance establishment and query execution must be done according to agreed
upon QOS; this includes, but is not limited to providing proper information about
peer and services. For query execution using correct acquaintance information to an
swer a query, queries may be answered by posing them to remote peers and returning
the results in a reasonable time frame. D ata coordination services are provided to
peers whenever required according to the terms of coordination.

Security
Security is a significant requirement for any system; OSAP needs to provide security
at the message level as well as at the transport level. At servicing the request,
authentication is necessary; all the peers in the network can request to establish
acquaintances, whereas only acquainted peers can query each other. Peers th at are
not acquainted should not be responded or responded in proper manner.

Scalability
A scalable peer database management system is important in terms of providing d ata
sources of large number of peers and choices to query the acquainted peers increase.
However management of a large scaled system is complex and requires more work
and responsibility on the part of management team.
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A vailability
Peers can go online or offline at their own discretion, as well as they can become
victim of natural disaster or crash. All of these states of peers should be considered
under availability requirement of OSAP. The acquaintances between peers are con
sistent even they go offline; th at means th at peers rejoining the network can discover
each other and resume their acquaintance. Peers th at go offline after receiving un
executed queries will execute these queries when they rejoin the network according
to the peer availability policies.

U ser friendliness and E xten sib ility
User friendliness and extensibility of the system is a major requirement th at must be
satisfied in proficient manner. There may be different types of users with varied level
of knowledge. All users at the same level of knowledge would have the system hiding
low level details and presenting much higher level views of its functions. The OSAP
system should present different levels of usage where user should be able to choose
at which level of abstraction he/she may desire to work. Even though it is hard to
know before hand all the needs of a user, the system should nevertheless be extensible
enough th at different components can be replaced and the OSAP framework could
evolve over time. But this extensibility should not compromise the objectives and
requirements of OSAP.
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Figure 3.2: Peer Database Management System [27]

3.2

C on ven tion al P eer D B M S

The Figure 3.2 shows a conventional Peer Database Systems Management System
where different components such as acquaintance and query processor work together
on top of local Database Management System [27]. This can be upgraded to be a
Service Oriented Architecture. Below, we present two different alternatives for an
OSAP architecture.

3.3

O SA P I

The Open Peer Service Architecture for Peer DBMS - I is one of the settings of
service orientation on top of peer databases. Figure 3.3 depicts this architecture.
In this setting the P2P layer has four components; a Peer Manager, a Dispatcher,
an Acquaintance and a Query processor. The User Interface is an interface between
user and the P2P layer. The Database Access helps in accessing different types of
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data managed by the DBMS, including acquaintances. The Acquaintance and Query
Processor are internal processes which are JXTA services in conventional PDMS.

3.3.1

Peer M anager W eb Service

The Peer Manager in the OSAP I architecture is a Web service. It acts as gateway
for receiving and sending responses. This is the only Web service in a peer and the
communication among peers take place in the form of SOAP calls.
The Peer Manger publishes a well-defined interface th at defines behavior of the
Web service. The types of request and response manages at the Peer Manager include
request acquaintance and response acquaintance, send and receive query execution
request, and send and receive query results. When the Peer Manager receives a
request, it passes it to the Dispatcher to forward that request to the appropriate
internal process. After a request is processed by an internal process, the response
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is handed to the Dispatcher, which forwards the response to the Peer Manager Web
service th at sends it to the appropriate acquainted peer.

P eer M anager Service D escrip tion
In the OSAP I there is only one Web service th at is PeerManager service. Peers
establish acquaintance and share data using this service. In this section we present a
possible WSDL definition for the PeerManager service. The operations in the WSDL
are named as; request A cquaintance, responseA cquaintance, releaseA cquaintance, respR elease and sendM essage. The service description of this Web service
is given in the Appendix A .l

3.3.2

D ispatcher

The role of the Dispatcher is to pass request and response messages between the Peer
Manager Web service and the internal processes. It receives messages from the Peer
Manager and dispatch them to the appropriate internal processes.

3.3.3

A cquaintance

The Acquaintance process processes the acquaintance establishment. This compo
nent of the OSAP architecture acts as an inner process in the P2P layer; it is neither
a Web service nor a peer service. According to the design of the OSAP I architecture,
the Peer Manager Web service is a gateway for the peer to receive and send messages
to acquainted peers. So the Acquaintance process interacts with the acquainted peers
indirectly via Dispatcher and the Peer Manager Web service.
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Figure 3.4: Sequence Diagram of OSAP I

3.3.4

Query Processor

The Query Processor is another internal process of the P2P layer of OSAP. Ac
quainted peers share data by posing queries to each other. Queries are received at a
peer by the Peer Manager Web service where the query is dispatched to the Query
Processor. Query results are sent to the Dispatcher which forwards them to the Peer
Manager service to send to the acquainted peer.

3.3.5

Sequential V iew of O SA P I

Figure 3.4 provides a sequential view of the Open Service Architecture for a network
of Peer Database Management System composed of two peers; p i and p2. Peer p2
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is composed of a PeerManager, a Dispatcher, an Acquaintance manager, a Query
Processor, and a DatabaseAccess component, whereas for simplicity, only the Peer
Manager service is shown for p i.
It is assumed th at the peers have already joined the network and p i has dis
covered p2. The scenario starts with p i sending a request to p2 to get acquainted.
The peer p2 processes the request and sends a response back to peer p i by dis
patcher and PeerManager service. If p2 wants to establish the acquaintance then
it adds the acquaintance information for p i in the Acquaintances data source using
Database Access. When p i receives the response for acquaintance, it also adds the
acquaintance information in the Acquaintances data source.
Since p i and p2 are acquainted both peers can exchange data and query each
other. When a query is posed at the p i it first processes it locally, if more results
are desired then the query is posed to the acquainted peer. The PeerManager of
p2 receives the request for the query from p i and sends it to the Dispatcher, which
forwards it to its Query Processor which processes the query and sends the results
back to p i through the Dispatcher and the PeerManager.
To release an acquaintance, peer p i sends releaseAcquaintance request to the peer
p2. If there is an establishment of acquaintance between the two peers p2 deletes
the acquaintance from the Acquaintance datasource and sends responseReleaseAcquaintance to p i.
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O SA P I - A cquaintance Scenario

An Acquaintance is established in the OSAP I using the Peer Manager service, the
Dispatcher and the Acquaintance processes. Figure 3.5 depicts this scenario. First
of all we assume th at both peers p i and p2 have already joined the peer network, p i
discovers p2 and both peers know each other’s description. In Figure 3.5 the scenario
starts at the point where peer p i requests p2 to establish acquaintance. The Peer
Manager of p2 forwards the request to the Dispatcher which dispatches the request
to Acquaintance process. The Acquaintance process processes the acquaintance re
quest. If peer p2 wants to establish acquaintance with p2, then it adds acquaintance
information in the Acquaintances data source using Database Access. It also sends
a response to p i using Dispatcher and PeerManager service. When peer p i receives
the response it forwards it to the Acquaintance process. If p2 has acknowledged
the request to establish acquaintance then p i adds Acquaintance information in the
Acquaintance d ata source using DataAccess.

3.3.7

O SA P I - Query Scenario

There are two types of queries in peer database management systems, namely local
queries and remote queries. Query posed to a peer is remote if it is posed by some
other peer in the network otherwise the query is local query. In this scenario depicted
in Figure 3.6 it is assumed th at both peers p i and p2 are acquainted. Also the
Database and Acquaintances repository are not shown in the figure. The Query is
posed by a client to peer 1, this client can be the user of p i or another peer requesting
the query. The query arrives at Peer Manager of p i as this is the only service exposed
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Figure 3.5: OSAP I Acquaintance Scenario
by the peer. The request is dispatched to the Query Processor using the Dispatcher.
The details of the given query processing scenario are as follows.
• The Client poses a query at the Peer Manager of p i; the client can be user of
peer 1 or another peer requesting query.
• The Peer Manager dispatches the query to the Query Processor using the Dis
patcher.
• The Query Processor processes the query.
• In order to retrieve complete results, the Query Processor retrieves acquain
tance information and translates the query to the acquainted peers. The Query
can be translated and posed to more than one acquainted peer (but in this par
ticular scenario only one acquainted peer is considered).
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• The Query Processor sends translated queries to acquainted peers through the
Peer Manager using the Dispatcher.
• When the query is received at p2, the Peer Manager forwards it to the Query
Processor using the Dispatcher.
• The Query Processor processes the query, retrieves data from the database
management system using the Database Access and sends results to the Peer
Manager using the Dispatcher. Note that the query is already translated for
p2 according to its database information, so p2 does not need to translate the
query.
• The Peer Manager sends the results to p i, where it is forwarded to the Query
Processor using the Dispatcher.
• After receiving results of query from acquainted peers the Query Processor
sends them to the Peer Manager using the Dispatcher th at forwards it to the
appropriate client. To make the figure easy to understand, this last point in
the scenario is omitted.

3.3.8

B enefits

The benefits of having only one Web service and one point of request and response
for the P2P layer of OSAP is th at this makes the design and implementation of the
architecture simple. All the services offered by a peer in a conventional PDMS are
hidden as private processes th at can be used by other peers only through the use of
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Figure 3.6: OSAP I Query Scenario
the well-defined interface of Peer Manager. The control and management of the peer
is simple as there is only one point of access to the system th at makes it simple to
handle and easy to manage.

3.3.9

Drawbacks

The major drawback using this approach is th at the architecture appears to be
centralized towards the Peer Manager. Any type of communication between the
peers has to go through so called the gate of Peer Manager, where the internal
processes themselves have no control. The centralization in the OSAP loses the true
spirit of a service oriented architecture; th at is, the components th at make the P2P
layer of a service-oriented PDMS are tightly coupled together. The internal processes
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such as the Acquaintance process and the Query Processor are related to the Peer
Manager in a very tight relation. Moreover, th at is the existence of the internal
processes depends on the existence of the Peer Manager. Furthermore, to add a new
process in the system, the definition of the Peer Manager has to be updated in order
to act appropriately.
The centralized approach lacks fault tolerance and is prone to bottleneck. Any
problem to Peer Manager would be propagated to the whole peer because the Peer
Manager is the entry point for requests and exit point for responses.

3.4

O S A P II

OSAP II avoids the centralization and tight coupling that characterize the previous
approach. Figure 3.7 depicts the OSAP II approach. OSAP II contains components
such as the Acquaintance and Query Processor Web services in the P2P layer. To
interact with the user, a User Interface is added on top of the P2P layer. To com
municate with the DBMS and Acquaintances data source ’Database Access’ is used.
The User Interface and Database Access are neither peer services nor Web services
but they help to create a service-oriented peer.

3.4.1

Acquaintance W eb Service

The role of the Acquaintance Web service is to provide a description about a peer
as well as the d ata and services th at it offers. Before getting acquainted, peers use
this information to gain knowledge about each other. Interested peers can send an
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invitation to other peers to get acquainted. Peers can request the description of
other peers and its data sources if desired. In essence this service brings two peers
to get to know each other before getting acquainted. If for some reason peers do not
share similar interests or do not want to share data, then peers can just deny the
acquaintance proposal. The acquaintance service is the only service th at is exposed to
the entire peer network. Since peers have independent data sources and vocabulary
so to exchange or query data, they must understand each other’s way of describing
the data. At the high-level acquaintance service creates a logical communication
link. When peers desire to release acquaintances between them they can do it by
invoking the appropriate methods of the Web service.

A cquaintance Service D escrip tion
The acquaintance service is used to establish acquaintance between peers. In this
section we present a possible WSDL definition for the Acquaintance service. The op
erations in the Acquaintance service WSDL are named as; requestA cquaintance,
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responseA cquaintance, releaseA cquaintance, and respR elease. The service
description of the acquaintance Web service is given in the Appendix A.2

3.4.2

Query W eb Service

Peers get acquainted to share and exchange data; the query service is a Web service
th at is exposed to acquainted peers. Request and response to the query are sent using
SOAP calls. To pose a query from a peer p i to another peer p2, Query Service(s) of
both peers are used. The Query Web service controls the query execution and more
than one query can be executed at a peer.

Q uery Service D escription
The Query Service is described using two operations named as:
sendQ uery, and sendR esult.
Both operations takes an XML encoded string th at contains names of the source
and the destination peers, query id, and query or query result. When a peer p i
sends a query to peer p2, it invokes sendQuery operation of peer p2, whereas when
the peer p2 sends results of the query it invokes sendResult operation of peer p i.
Peer obtains acquaintance information from the Acquaintances data repository to
check if the query or query result received is from the acquainted peer. The service
description of this Web service is given in the Appendix A.3.
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A dditional W eb Services

In addition to acquaintance and query processing, further services can be added to
a peer and exposed to acquainted peers. Any additional Web service will be a stand
alone service similar to the acquaintance and query services.

3.4.4

Sequential V iew o f O SA P II

Figure 3.8 provides a sequential view of the OSAP II architecture. The figure shows
the Acquaintance and Query Processor services and the Acquaintance, Query Proces
sor and Database Access of p2. This scenario starts with the assumption th at both
peers have already joined the peer network and discovered each other. Peer p i sends
a requestAcquaintance message to create an acquaintance with p2, peer p2 processes
the acquaintance request and sends the response to p2. If p2 accepts the acquaintance
then it adds the acquaintance information in the Acquaintances data source. When
p i receives the acquaintance response, it also adds the acquaintance information in
the Acquaintances data source.
Acquainted peers query each others data. In this scenario, p i queries p2 using
the Query Processor Web service (the details of query processing is not shown in p i),
after receiving query from p i processes the query, retrieves data from database using
Database Access, and sends results to Query Processor Web service of p i. To delete
acquaintance, peer p i sends release Acquaintance message to p2 which responds with
respRelease message. Both peers update the acquaintance information.
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Figure 3.8: Sequence diagram of OSAP II

3.4.5

O SA P II - A cquaintance Scenario

Since peers have independent data sources and vocabulary so to exchange or query
data they must understand each other’s way of describing the data. The acquaintance
Web service establishes an understanding between two peers so th at they can send
each other’s d ata and be able to query it.

Figure 3.9 explains in detail how an

acquaintance is established between two peers.

3.4.6

O SA P II - Query Scenario

The OSAP II query scenario is given in Figure 3.10. We assume th at both peers; p i
and p2 are acquainted, also Database and Acquaintances database is not shown in
the figure. In this scenario a client requests a query from the Query Web Service of p i
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which processes the query locally, and retrieves essential data from the local database
using the Database Access. To retrieve further answers, the query is translated using
acquaintance information over the acquainted peers. The translated query is posed
to the acquainted peer p2 using the Query Web Service. The Query Web Service
processes the query and retrieves data from the database using the Database Access.
The results of the query are sent to the Query Web Service of p i. After getting all
the results from the acquainted peers, the Query Web Service sends results to the
client. For simplicity we omit this step in the figure.

3.4.7

Significances

The two main advantages of this approach to OSAP I are loose coupling of Web
services, together with their decentralization.

In this approach the P2P layer is

componentized into different Web services, where each service is offered as a Web
service th at is invoked via the network using a well-defined interface. This approach
provides power and flexibility in terms of development and usage of the system. The
control and management of Web services is distributed and each service is managed
independently of other ones.
Additional Web services can be added to the system by updating the service
list offered by the peer in the Acquaintance service and publishing a well-defined
interface of the new service in the peer network.
Making a service out of each component such as Query Processor and the Ac
quaintance component yields a fault tolerant system since problems incurring in one
service do not propagate to other services directly.
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Drawbacks

A drawback in this approach is existence of multiple points of request and response
for a peer. This makes the control management of peer complex. Having multiple
points of request and response OSAP II is more prone to security breaches than
OSAP I.
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C hapter 4
Im plem entation
In this chapter, we provide a reference implementation of the OSAP-I architecture
for the Hyperion PDBMS. First the details of the conventional Hyperion PDBMS
have been given in Section 4.1. Then in Section 4.2 we explain how message pass
ing using JXTA-SOAP works. Then the details of the service oriented Hyperion
(SO/Hyperion) SO /H ypl and SO/Hyp2 PDBMS is given in Section 4.3.

4.1

H yp erion M essa g e H an d lin g

Hyperion Peer Database Management System uses JXTA as underlying P2P archi
tecture. JXTA is a well-known P2P architecture th at provides a set of open protocols
th at allow connected devices on the network to communicate and collaborate in a
P2P manner. Furthermore ” Project JXTA” by Sun Microsystems provides a refer
ence implementation of the JXTA architecture in Java.
In Hyperion PDBMS peers join the network to share and coordinate data. Peers
54
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establish acquaintance with other peers and acquainted peers exchange and query
each other’s data. Peers publish JXTA services such as acquaintance service, query
service, etc. for other peers to use. Acquainted peers send messages to each other
using JXTA pipes, the message handling mechanism and how it is dispatched to
appropriate service is presented in detail in the following sections.
Acquainted peers use pipes to send messages; input and output pipes are allocated
by each peer for an acquaintance between them. For example if peer p i is acquainted
with p2; each peer allocates output and input pipes for the acquaintance.
JXTA allows pipe binding capabilities th at means input and output pipes are
associated with each other. When a peer p i sends a message to p2; p2 receives
message in its input pipe sent by p i using its output pipe. Messages in Hyper
ion contain information about source (origin of the message) and destination peer,
message identifier, message type, message handler and etc.
Messages arrive at input pipes are handled by the peer. In Hyperion PDBMS
peers advertise different JXTA services for other peers so messages from acquainted
peers arrive at input pipes are handled using dispatcher-like mechanism. For each
acquaintance a dispatcher is created. The dispatcher implements PipeMsgListener
interface th at allows listening of events as message arrivals. The method pipeMsgEventQ is called any time a message is received over an acquaintance. Following
steps are taken to dispatch a message:
• Check if destination of the message is correct.
• Get name of the service handler from the message.
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• Using service manager get handle of the service.
• If the message is a response from the acquainted peer add message to its re
sponse queue.
• Else the message is a request from the acquainted peer then add message to
its request queue
The Figure 4.1 shows the details of how a message is received from the acquainted
peer. The figure presents high level detail of arrival of message and its dispatching.
In this figure peer p2 is presented in detail where the rest of peers use the same
mechanism. Each pipe is associated with a listener as well as a dispatcher th at
dispatches the messages. Any time a message is arrived at the pipe, it is forwarded
to dispatcher th at dispatches the message to appropriate JXTA service.

4.1.1

Code D etails of M essage H andling

H yperionPeer
The HyperionPeer is the main class th at represents the peer, this class as it starts
joins the default JXTA platform and group. It advertises itself to the group and
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starts the HyperionServiceManager thread. It also discovers other peers in the same
group, create new groups, join a specific group or leave it. The HyperionPeer provides
methods to establish new acquaintances and keeps reference of the acquainted peers.

A cquaintance
Acquaintance is an interface th at describes core behavior required to establish an
acquaintance between two peers. This includes getting name and other information of
the acquainted peers, send messages and release an acquaintance. The acquaintance
between two peers is established using a request/response protocol. For example to
establish acquaintance between two peers; p i and p2, peer p i sends an initial request
to p2 to establish acquaintance. P2 receives the request and acknowledges it with a
response message. P I and p2 adds each other in their acquainted peers list.

A cquaintanceFactory
AcquaintanceFactory is an abstract class th at uses factory and singleton design pat
tern. This class returns instance of the factory to create new acquaintances. The
singleton factory object makes sure th at a peer does not hold more than one factory
objects to create acquaintances and only one object is responsible for th at particu
lar job. This class also provides abstract method definition to create acquaintance
object of type ’Acquaintance’.
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B iD iP ip eA cq u ain tan ceF actory
The BiDiPipeAcquaintanceFactory extends AcquaintanceFactory, it overrides the
operation in the AcquaintanceFactory class to create acquaintance objects.

The

acquaintance objects created are of type BiDiPipeAcquaintance, since BiDiPipeAcquaintance is an Acquaintance.

B iD iP ip eA cq u ain tan ce
BiDiPipeAcquaintance implements Acquaintance interface, so this class defines all
the behaviors of an acquaintance. For each acquaintance object it stores information
such as; peer group, reference to the HyperionPeer object which created the ac
quaintance, acquainted peer name, acquainted peer id and reference to a dispatcher
as BiDiPipeDispatcher. In addition to this, BiDiPipeAcquaintance also creates a
bidirectional pipe of the type JxtaBiDiPipe.

The pipe is advertised in the peer

group and a dispatcher is set to its listener. The sendMessage() operation inherited
from Acquaintance interface in the BiDiPipeAcquaintance takes ’Message’ object as
a parameter th at is located in the JXTA package. The message is sent to the ac
quainted peer simply by using the sendMessage operation of the bidirectional pipe
which takes the Message object: bidipipe.sendMessage(msg:Message).

D ispatcher
The Dispatcher is an interface th at extends PipeMsgListener class, it defines core
behavior of dispatching a message as well as listening to the pipe inherited by the
PipeMsgListener. The method definition to dispatch a message is given as: public
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void dispatchMessage(Message message).

D ispat cher Fact ory
The Dispatcher Factory is an abstract factory class th at creates singleton object of
the factory. It gives an abstract definition of the method to create dispatcher associ
ated with an acquaintance: public abstract Dispatcher createDispatcher(Acquaintance
acq).

B iD iP ip eD isp atch erF actory
The BiDiPipeDispatcherFactory extends DispatcherFactory class and provides the
implementation of the createDispatcher method.

B iD iP ip eD isp atch er
The BiDiPipeDispatcher class implements the Dispatcher interface, since the Dis
patcher extends the PipeMsgListener so this class provides implementation for the
inherited method: public void pipeMsgEvent(PipeMsgEvent event).
As the BiDiPipeDispatcher object is a pipe listener it stores a reference to the
acquaintance associated with th at pipe. Each time a message is arrived at the pipe
the dispatcher listens to the message and pipeMsgEvent() is invoked automatically.
The pipeMsgEvent() method checks the message arrived and invoke dispatchMessageQ method. The message arrived contains the information such as the type of
message; request or response and the service associated with the request or response.
If the message arrived is a service request from the acquainted peer, the dispatcher
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adds the request to the request queue of the HyperionServiceManager. On the other
hand if the message arrived is a response from the acquainted peer, the message is
added to the service response queue of the HyperionServiceManager.

H yperionServiceM anangerlm pl
The HyperionServiceManangerlmpl implements HyperionServiceMananger interface.
It keeps track of the services running on the peer such as query service. The name
’service’ is used in abstract manner as these services are neither Web services nor
JXTA services. For example a query service is implemented as a thread which can
be started and stopped any time desired by the user. The HyperionServiceManan
gerlmpl manages several queues th at stores information for services running on the
peer, requests for the services and responses for the services. The HyperionService
Mananger extends Runnable interface and the HyperionServiceManangerlmpl is a
thread. This thread runs for the lifetime of the peer. Any time when there is a
request or response in the request or response queues, it retrieves reference to the
appropriate service and hands over the request or response.

4.2

M essa g e-p a ssin g u sin g J X T A -S O A P

This section gives details of message passing among peers using JXTA-SOAR Other
than JXTA services, JXTA-SOAP provides capability of publishing Web services in
a peer network. JXTA-SOAP allows the user to publish a Web service in a similar
way as it is published in Web servers such as Tomcat or BEA WebLogic Web servers.
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Figure 4.2: Message passing using JXTA-SOAP
The Web services are discovered by peers in the network, it contains a service
description with it in the form of a WSDL specification. To request the service, pipe
advertisements are located for the required service and a ’Call’ object is created.
Such an object takes several parameters such as the pipe advertisements, service
descriptor, WSDL file, service name and port name. The operation name is passed
to the ’Call’ object and the call is invoked. JXTA-SOAP publishes JXTA services
wrapped as Web services and SOAP calls can be made through JXTA pipes.
Figure 4.2 shows th at peer P2 is acquainted with peer P I and peer P3. It shows
a high level the convenience of message passing and handling using JXTA-SOAP.
Peers use each others’ services without taking care of pipes explicitly.

4.3

A R eferen ce Im p lem en ta tio n

We provide a reference implementation of the OSAP I and OSAP II architectures
for the Hyperion peer database system. We first give a brief summary of how the
SO/Hyperionl works, and then provide the detailed code description of both imple
mentations.
The PeerManager Web service is published or advertised in the peer network
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when the peer is started. The Web service is advertised using a unique service name
in the peer group. This Web service contains a port name, a peer id, a peer group
id as well as a service description. The Web service description contains definitions
of public methods th at the service implements. Using this description other peers
can invoke methods of the service according to the method definitions. When the
Web service is advertised, JXTA pipes are opened automatically. SOAP messages
are transferred in the network using the JXTA pipes.
The unique service name for the PeerManager Web service is generated using the
string ” PeerManagerService” concatenated with the unique peer name. For exam
ple a peer named ” United Air lines” and ’’AirCanada” advertise their PeerManager
Web services as ’’PeerManagerServiceUnitedAirlines” and ” PeerManagerServiceAirCanada” respectively.
Peers establish acquaintance with other peers by discovering them and sending
a request to establish an acquaintance.

Acquaintance establishment is a simple

request/resposne protocol. During the process of establishing an acquaintance, peers
also discover Web services of the acquainted peers. Using the found advertisements,
peers invoke the Web services of acquainted peers.
The PeerManagerService Web service is invoked and the message is passed as
a parameter. Figure 4.3 shows details of how a Web service is invoked and how a
message is dispatched to the internal processes. In this figure, peer p2 is acquainted
with peer p i and p3. A detailed picture of peer p2 is shown in the figure. The scenario
starts where the PeerManagerService is invoked, the parameter of the method invoked
gives the details of the message. The message is forwarded to the Dispatcher th at
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Figure 4.3: Service Oriented Hyperion PDBMS Service Invocation Scenario
dispatches it to the appropriate internal process.

4.3.1

C ode D etails o f O SA P-I H Y PE R IO N

The following sections give the detailed code description of the SO/Hyperion peer
database system th at follows the specifications of the OSAP-I architecture. The PeerManager Service class in the SO/Hyperion maps directly to the PeerManagerService
in the OSAP-I architecture. The Dispatcher interface defines the core behavior of
dispatching messages in the peer which is implemented by the BiDiPipeDispatcher
class and it maps directly to the Dispatcher component of the OSAP-I architec
ture. The functionalities of the Acquaintance component in the OSAP-I architecture are performed by the HyperionPeer class. The query processing component in
the SO/Hyperion is same as the query processing component in the Hyperion peer
database system. The query processing is taken as a black-box component or service
by the HyperionServiceManager. The request and response messages are queued in
the HyperionServiceManager by the dispatcher which hands over the messages to
appropriate components. The internal query processing component in SO/Hyperion
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maps to the Query Processor in the OSAP-I architecture.
The SO/Hyperion stores the acquaintances in the form of Acquaintance objects
in the Acquaint anceD at a data-structure which is edited by the HyperionPeer class
whenever an acquaintance is established.

The translation of schemas of the ac

quainted peers is stored as files in each peer. Both the AcquaintanceData datastructure and the acquaintance files are mapped to the Acquaintances data source
in the OSAP-I architecture. The database used in the SO/Hyperion is the MySQL
database which simply maps to the Database in the OSAP-I architecture. Therefore
the SO/Hyperion meets all the specifications of the OSAP-I architecture.

H yperionP eer
The HyperionPeer is the main class th at represents a peer, this class as it starts joins
the default JXTA platform and group. It advertises itself to the group and starts
the HyperionServiceManager thread. This class publishes Peer Manager Service Web
service in the group th at the peer belongs to. The Web service name is unique in the
peer group and it is generated using the string ’PeerManagerService’ concatenated
with the unique peer name. The HyperionPeer class also contains the functionality
for discovering other peers in the same group, for creating new groups, and for joining
a specific group or leaving it. The HyperionPeer class provides methods to estab
lish new acquaintances. Each time an acquaintance is created the reference of the
acquainted peer is stored in a simple data-structure composed of AcquaintanceData
and AcquaintanceDataFactory.
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A cq u ain tan ceD ata
The AcquaintanceData class is a simple data-structure th at stores reference to the
acquaintance objects. The acquaintance objects can be added to AcquaintanceData
or already contained acquaintance objects can be removed from the data-structure.
The AcquaintanceData class is a singleton created by AcquaintanceDataFactory.
The purpose to create the AcquaintanceData to be a singleton is th at each peer
contains only one instance of the acquaintance data-structure th at is manipulated
by multiple objects in the peer.

B iD iP ip eA cq u ain tan ce
BiDiPipeAcquaintance implements Acquaintance interface, so this class defines the
core behavior of an acquaintance. For each acquaintance object, it stores information
such as peer group, reference to the HyperionPeer object which created the acquain
tance, acquainted peer name, acquainted peer id, and reference to the dispatcher as
BiDiPipeDispatcher. During the establishment of an acquaintance, the Web service
of the acquainted peer is discovered using its unique name. So the acquaintance
object stores the reference to the Web service of the acquainted peer which is used
to invoke the service whenever needed. The explicit handling of pipes is not required
in the presence of the Web services. Also there is no need of attaching a separate
dispatcher for every acquaintance object, as there are no pipes so the pipe listener is
not required as well.
To send a message to acquainted peers the Web service of the acquainted peer is
invoked using the ’Call’ object as: call, invoke (new Object[] { message } ).
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D ispatcher
The Dispatcher interface defines the core behavior of dispatching a message. The
method definition to dispatch a message is given as: public void dispatchMessage(Acquaintance
acq, Message message). The dispatcher dispatches a message according to the ac
quaintance object passed and the Dispatcher class is not a pipe listener in the
SO/Hyperion.

D ispat cherFact ory
The DispatcherFactory is an abstract factory class that creates singleton object of
the factory. It gives an abstract definition of a method th at creates a dispatcher as:
public abstract Dispatcher createDispatcher().

B iD iP ip eD isp atch erF actory
The BiDiPipeDispatcherFactory extends the DispatcherFactory class and provides
the implementation of the createDispatcher() method. The main difference in the
Hyperion and the SO/Hyperion implementation is th at the dispatcher created by
the BiDiPipeDispatcherFactory in the SO/Hyperion is a singleton object and is not
associated with a particular acquaintance. The reason for this is th at the dispatcher
object is not a pipe listener and the only purpose of this object is to dispatch a
message. So there is no need of having a separate dispatcher for each acquaintance
if the same functionality can be provided by one object.
The advantage of having a singleton dispatcher is that it will reduce the overhead
of k objects if a peer p i is acquainted with k peers where k >0. The singleton
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To see this

consider a scenario where a peer p i is acquainted with k peers. If all of those k
peers invoke the Web service of the peer p i to request a query at the same time then
the requests will be queued and one request at a time will be processed by the Web
service. It will not decrease response time if the peer p i has a separate dispatcher
for each acquaintance, because the requests are processed one at a time. So having
one dispatcher in the system will not create a bottleneck.
On the other hand, in the implementation of the Hyperion system there is a
separate pipe for each acquaintance which is associated with a separate dispatcher.
One might argue th at this is better than having a Web service where all the mes
sages arrive at the Web service using Remote Procedure Call (RPC), and the Web
service is prone to bottleneck. However, this is not the case, even if there are more
pipes to receive messages from acquainted peers, a single peer is executed on one
processor where the execution takes place sequentially. There is no parallelism in
the dispatching of messages in the Hyperion approach. This means th at the Hyper
ion system, having separate pipes and dispatcher objects for each acquaintance, has
no advantage over the SO/Hyperion. Section 5.3 gives details about the performance
comparison between the Hyperion and SO/Hyperion.
The SO/Hyperion is more scalable than the Hyperion system because it reduces
the overhead of the dispatcher objects as well as the pipe management to the degree
of the number of acquainted peers in the whole peer network.
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B iD iP ip eD isp atch er
The BiDiPipeDispatcher class implements the Dispatcher interface. It follows the
singleton design pattern therefore the dispatcher is not associated with any par
ticular acquaintance. The BiDiPipeDispatcher class provides implementation of the
dispatchMessage() method as: public void dispatchMessage(Acquaintance acqn, Mes
sage message). The message parameter contains the information such as the type
of message such as request or response and the internal process associated with
the request or response. If the message th at arrived is a service request from the
acquainted peer, the dispatcher adds the request to the request queue of the HyperionServiceManager. On the other hand if the message th at arrived is a response
from the acquainted peer, the message is added to the service response queue of the
HyperionServiceManager.

PeerM anagerService
The PeerManagerService is a simple class th at is published as a Web service in the
peer network. It provides implementation of the sendMessageQ method according to
the WSDL definition published in the peer network. The PeerManagerService holds
a service descriptor of the type ServiceDescriptor. The descriptor is initialized by
the name of the service class, service name published, service description string, peer
group ID, peer group name, and peer group description. The service descriptor is
used by the HyperionPeer class to initialize the Web service.
The sendMessage() operation of the PeerManagerService Web service takes the
Message object as a parameter. Among other information the message contains the
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acquainted peer name, so th at the PeerManagerService accesses the Acquaintance
D ata data-structure to retrieve the object for th at acquaintance. After retrieving
the acquaintance object, the dispatcher is called and the message is dispatched as:
acq.getDispatcher().dispatchMessage( acq, message ).

4.3.2

C ode D etails o f O SA P-II H Y P E R IO N

The following sections give the detailed code description of the SO/Hyperion peer
database system th at follows the specifications of the OSAP-II architecture. The
AcquaintanceService class in this SO/Hyperion maps directly to the AcquaintanceService in the OSAP-II architecture. The QueryService maps to the QueryService
in the OSAP-II architecture.
Similar to the previous implementation Hyperion stores the acquaintances in the
form of Acquaintance objects in the AcquaintanceData data-structure which is edited
by the HyperionPeer class whenever an acquaintance is established. The database
used in the SO/Hyperion is the MySQL database which simply maps to the Database
in the OSAP-II architecture. Therefore the SO/Hyperion meets all the requirements
and specifications of the OSAP-II architecture.

H yperionP eer
The HyperionPeer is the main class th at represents a peer, this class as it starts
joins the default JXTA platform and group. It advertises itself to the group and
publishes AcquaintanceService Web service in the group th at the peer belongs to.
The HyperionPeer class also contains the functionality for discovering other peers in
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the same group, for creating new groups, and for joining a specific group or leaving
it.

A cq u ain tan ceD ata
The AcquaintanceData class is a simple data-structure th at stores reference to the
acquaintance objects. The acquaintance objects can be added to AcquaintanceData
or already contained acquaintance objects can be removed from the data-structure.
The AcquaintanceData class is a singleton created by AcquaintanceDataFactory.
The purpose to create the AcquaintanceData to be a singleton is th at each peer
contains only one instance of the acquaintance data-structure th at is manipulated
by multiple objects.

B iD iP ip eA cq u ain tan ce
BiDiPipeAcquaintance implements Acquaintance interface, so this class defines the
core behavior of an acquaintance. For each acquaintance object, it stores information
such as peer group, reference to the HyperionPeer object which created the acquain
tance, acquainted peer name, acquainted peer id, and reference to the dispatcher as
BiDiPipeDispatcher. When there is a message to send to acquainted peer, the Web
service required by the message is discovered and the service is invoked.
The explicit handling of pipes is not required in the presence of the Web services.
Also there is no need of dispatcher in the peer.
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A cquaintanceService
The AcquaintanceService is a class th at is published as a Web service in the peer
network. It provides implementation of the requestAcquaintance, responseAcquaintance, releaseAcquaintance, and respRelease methods according to the WSDL de
finition published in the peer network. The AcquaintanceService holds a service
descriptor of the type ServiceDescriptor. The descriptor is initialized by the name of
the service class, service name published, service description string, peer group ID,
peer group name, and peer group description. The service descriptor is used by the
HyperionPeer class to initialize the Web service.

Q ueryService
The QueryService is published on demand when there is a query request by the
peer. QueryService controls the query processing of the peer where no dispatcher is
required. Peers interact with each other via the QueryService to send and receive
queries and query results.
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C hapter 5
Perform ance and A rchitectural
A nalysis
The performance analysis of the proposed architectures is based on three dimensions.
First of all, we perform an architectural analysis for the conventional PDBMS ar
chitecture versus OSAP I and OSAP II architectures. Second, we give a detailed
comparison analysis of the characteristics of each architecture. Third we present the
performance of each one of the architectures provided; we conduct experiments to
compare according to the performance metrics.

5.1

A rch itectu ra l a n alysis

We proposed two approaches to service oriented peer DBMS architecture, the first
approach is very simple and similar to the conventional peer DBMS architecture
whereas the second approach uses Service Oriented Architecture to define peer DBMS.
72
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Conventional P D B M S vs. O SA P I

The OSAP I architecture is very simple and similar to the conventional PDBMS
architecture. The main difference in these two architectures is th at the former pro
vides a Web service and SOAP communication over P2P network. Rather than
having a PeerManager process in the conventional PDBMS, OSAP I provides Peer
ManagerService as Web service. Peers communicate with each other using the Web
service via SOAP message calls.

5.1.2

Conventional P D B M S vs. O SA P II

The OSAP II architecture takes full advantage of the Service Oriented Architecture.
The conventional PDBMS architecture uses a three-tier architecture with a presen
tation layer, a business logic layer and a database access layer. OSAP II architecture
uses the first and last layer of the three-tier architecture with embedding of SOA
into the second layer.

SO Layer in O SA P II
The Service Oriented (SO) layer in the OSAP II provides more than a set of tech
nologies; it is an application architecture within which all functions are defined as
independent services with well-defined invokable interfaces [4]. The services are in
dependent services th at are publishable, discoverable, and can be invoked over the
network using the open standards. Some examples of services in the PDBMS are
Acquaintance service, Query service, Data-coordination service, etc. respecting the
properties of PDBMS Acquaintance service is provided to all peers in the network
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whereas the rest of the services are provided to the acquainted peers only. Each peer
may offer a variety of independent services th at act as black boxes.
The idea of the service-oriented layer in the OSAP II will enhance interoperability
due to use of open standards by the services. In terms of technology Java has con
tributed platform-neutral programming, and XML has contributed self-describing
as well as platform-neutral, data. Now, Web services have removed another diffi
culty by allowing the interconnection of applications in an object-model neutral way.
By using an XML-based messaging scheme, Java applications can invoke DCOM
(Distributed Common Object Model) based or CORBA (Common Object Request
Broker Architecture) compliant applications. The best part of this is th at the invok
ing application does not need to have an idea where the transaction will run, what
language it is running in, or what route the message may take [4].

5.2

C h aracteristics o f th e P r o p o sed A rch itectu res

As mentioned above the main difference between the OSAP I architecture and the
conventional PDBMS lies in the usage of Web service for the PeerManager, whereas
the main difference between the latter and OSAP II is th at they share the presenta
tion and data access layer of the three-tier architecture. This section characterizes
the benefits obtained using the SOA in the OSAP II architecture.
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M aintainability

According to the definition in [17] maintainability is ’’the ease with which a software
system or component can be modified to correct faults, improve performance, or
other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment”. SOA provides the ability
to have independent Web services through which peers interact with each other
directly, this allows maintenance of the system distributed in terms of the services.
The services can be improved and optimized independently from each other provided
loose coupling from the service orientation.

5.2.2

F lexibility

Flexibility is defined in [17] as ’’the ease with which a system or component can
be modified for use in applications or environments other than those for which it
was specifically designed”. The OSAP II architecture is very flexible and it inherits
this property from the SOA. Peers can incorporate different types of Web services
into the system which was not possible with the conventional PDBMS because to
integrate a service in the conventional PDBMS, the service has to be published and
used using JXTA mechanisms.

5.2.3

R eusability

Reusability is defined in [17] as ’’the degree to which a software module or other work
product can be used in more than one computing program or software system” . The
idea behind the SOA is to create services from the existing software components
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and allow and increase reusability of such components and services. The OSAP
II architecture inherits this im portant property from the SOA to integrate existing
software services in the peer system or services from the peer system in other software.

5.2.4

Scalability

The given definition of scalability in [17] is ’’the ease with which a system or compo
nent can be modified to fit the problem area” . D ata sharing and coordination is the
most im portant motivation for PDBMS. There is no limit defined on the number of
peers in the peer network and number of entities with which a peer can share and
coordinate data with. The OSAP II architecture provides scalability and response
time better than the traditional PDBMS (See experiments results).

5.2.5

Fault Tolerance

The OSAP II architecture will provide fault tolerance better than the tradition peer
DBMSs. In traditional PDBMSs PeerManager is the gateway for the system through
which requests and responses arrive to the peer. This centralized approach lacks fault
tolerance and is prone to a bottleneck effect. Problems in the PeerManager would be
propagated to the whole peer because PeerManager is the entry point for requests and
exit point for responses. OSAP II architecture is more fault tolerant than the OSAP
I in terms of providing services. Unless there is no logical connection between the
Web services if one of the service is not working it will not impact the other service
from running. For example if acquaintance Web service of a peer stops functioning,
the peer still can receive query and send results to acquainted peers.
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P erform an ce A n a ly sis

In this section we present performance comparison of three systems, conventional
Hyperion (Hyp), implementation of OSAP I architecture in Hyperion framework
(SO /H ypl) and the implementation of OSAP II architecture in Hyperion framework
(SO/Hyp2). Same experiments are designed and performed on each of the three
systems to compare their performances. The performance measurements used in the
experiments are the time to execute queries on peers with different positions in the
network, number of acquaintances, system load and scalability. Query execution
process for Hyperion system has been provided in [12], and all three implementa
tions use the same query processor. Experiments are performed on IBM computers
equipped with Windows XP operating systems, 3.0 GHz CPU speed Pentium 4 and
756MB of RAM. The query execution time in the graphs is average time of running
the same experiment five times.
The experiments performed are using the peer configuration shown in Figure
5.1, of airline example used in section 1.1. The names of airline peers are United
Airlines (UA), Air Canada (AC), Air France (AF), Dutch Airlines (KLM), Lufthansa
(LH) and Alitalia Flights (AZ). In this figure a connection between two peers shows
an acquaintance between them. Figure 5.2 gives the schema of all the six peers.
A ttributes fno denotes flight number, date and deptime denotes date and departure
time of the flights. A ttribute airtime represents the arrival time of flights.
Figure 5.3 gives an example of database instance of airlines UA and LH and the
mapping table between UA and LH th at is used to exchange data between both peers
during query processing. The table (c) is the mapping table th at is used to translate
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KLM

Figure 5.1: The P2P Network
LH(Fno, Date, Time, Dest)
UA(Flight, Dt, Tm, To)
AC(fno, date, deptime, dest)
AF(fno, date, deptime, dest, arrtime)
AZ(fno, date, deptime, dest, arrtime)
KLM(fno, date, deptime, dest, arrtime)
Figure 5.2: Database Schema of Peers

the flight number (FNo) of LH to flight number (Flight) of UA and vice versa. The
mapping table (d) maps the date of LH directly to the date of UA. And the mapping
table (e) translates the destination (dest) of LH table to the destination (To) of UA
table and vice versa.

5.3.1

E xperim ent 1

The first experiment uses the P2P network topology as in Figure 5.1. In this ex
periment we executed a single query from each of the peers one after the other to
record query execution time. The purpose of this experiment is to detect query exe
cution time of each peer with its position in the network along with the number of
acquaintances for both Hyperion and SO/Hyperion.
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Fno
LH401
LH541
LH690
LH691

Date
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Time
10:00
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12:00
12:00

Dest
S.F.
N.Y.
L.A.
L.A.

Flight
UA120
UA134
UA135
UA141

(a) Table LH

Fno
LH541
LH690
(c)
Mapping
fno2 flight

Dt
11/15
11/15
11/21
11/22

Tm
10:30
11:00
12:00
07:00

(b) Table UA

Flight
Date
Dt
UA120
X
X
UA135 (d) Mapping ta
table

ble date2dt

Dest
N.Y.
N.Y.
N.Y.
L.A.
L.A.

To
JFK
LGA
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LAX
ONT

(e) Mapping
dest2to

table

Figure 5.3: Database instances and Mapping tables
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Figure 5.4: Experiment 1
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Figure 5.5: Experiment 2
The experiment results are shown in Figure 5.4. It is shown in the graph th at the
number of acquaintances of the peer affects time to execute a query. For example
peer UA has only one acquaintance with peer AC, and a query started at peer UA
will go through the network only through the peer AC. UA peer has the maximum
amount of time it takes to execute the query. Whereas peer KLM has the maximum
number of acquaintances and the time to execute a query from KLM is the minimum.
The experiment is performed for the three systems Hyperion, SO /H ypl, and
SO/Hyp2. The graph in Figure 5.4 shows th at there is no considerable difference in
the query execution time in the three systems. The reason is th at the SO /H ypl, and
the SO/Hyp2 is expected to perform better when there is high number of acquain
tances and queries at a peer. In a situation where there is up to four acquaintances
for each peer and a single query execution, there is no speedup and performance.
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5.3.2

81

Experim ent 2

In this experiment three cases of the same peer (say pi) are considered, where p i is
acquainted with 3 peers, 6 peers and 12 peers. The acquainted peers of p i are also
acquainted with each other or other peers in the network. Other than peer p i on
average peers are acquainted with 3 other peers. In each case all the acquainted peers
of p i send a query at the same time, so the peer p i receives 3, 6 and 12 queries at the
same from the acquainted peers. The time is recorded for the total query execution
time of 3, 6 and 12 queries at peer p i. The graph in Figure 5.5 shows th at in the
first case where the peer p i is acquainted with three peers there is slight difference
in query execution time in Hyperion, SO /H ypl, and the SO/Hyp2 systems. The
difference increases as the number of acquaintances for peer p i increases from 3 to
6 and 12. The reason for this performance achievement is th at the Hyperion system
uses pipe listeners for each acquaintance, also a separate dispatcher is associated with
each pipe of the acquaintance. Whereas this overhead is not present in the SO /H ypl
system. The SO/Hyp2 eliminates need of dispatcher with independent query Web
service which provides more performance. So when there is high load in the peer
slight overhead can make much difference in the overall performance.

5.3.3

Experim ent 3

Another experiment is performed to see how peers behave when the system is fully
loaded with queries from every peer in the network. In this experiment six peer
network is used as shown in Figure 5.1. Every peer starts four queries per second at
the same time which are propagated in the network. The graphs for peer UA and
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(b) Experiment 3.2

Figure 5.6: Experiment 3
KLM are shown in Figure 5.6. UA and KLM peers are chosen because UA only has
one acquaintance whereas KLM has the maximum number of acquaintances in the
network. So these two peers show different behaviors.
The graph in Figure 5.6 shows the results for peer UA for the three systems under
considerations. Time is recorded every time four queries are executed in the peer.
The graph shows th at time to execute queries for both curves is very close to each
other from 4 to 12 queries. But the starts varying from 12 to 20 queries. The reason
for this variance is th at SO/Hyperion systems (SO /H ypl and SO/Hyp2) tend to do
better than Hyperion when the system load is high.
The second graph in the Figure 5.6 shows the results for KLM peer. The timing
results for KLM peer are better than UA peer, the performance achievement is more
from 8 to 20 queries than the UA peer. KLM peer has the maximum number of
acquaintances and it acts as a hub in the network. So the KLM peer finishes query
execution before UA peer as it has only one link to AC peer.
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5.3.4

E xperim ent 4

The last two experiments are performed on a large system of size 80 peers. Two
types of peers are considered in this experiment, one with four acquaintances and
the other with eight acquaintances. In this system 10 peers have four acquaintances,
other 10 peers are acquainted with eight peers and the rest of the peers are acquainted
with 6 peers on average. The time in the Figure 5.7 is the average query execution
time from each peer with least number of acquaintances and maximum number of
acquaintances. The result is consistent with previous experiments th at is peers with
more acquaintances have less query execution time than the peers with less number
of acquaintances.

5.3.5

Experim ent 5

The last experiment is performed to see how peers behave when the system is fully
loaded with queries from every peer in a large network.

Every peer starts four

queries per second at the same time which are propagated in the network. The
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Figure 5.8: Experiment 5
average query execution time of each 10 peers (acquainted with 4 peers) and other
10 peers (acquainted with 8 peers) is given in the graphs.
In the Figure 5.8 the average query execution time is given of peers acquainted
with four other peers in the network for Hyperion and SO/Hyperion systems.
The graph shows th at the performance achievement of SO/Hyp2 is much better
when the system load is high from 12 to 20 queries. There is high variance in the
timing between the Hyperion and SO/Hyperion systems when the peers have high
number of queries (see Figure 5.8). The results show that in a large peer network the
performance achievement of the SO/Hyperions over the Hyperion system is greater
than in smaller network. This is because in high system load SO/Hyperions prevent
the overhead incurred in the Hyperion system as described above.
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C hapter 6
R elated Work
Several research directions have emerged with respect to data management issues
related to P2P computing [1, 13, 22, 27, 40, 33, 36, 30]. In [1], a suitable data
model for relational peer database applications is proposed. This work provides a
logical architecture, which has an underlying logical data model. It was the first
paper to introduce the view th at peers are local relational databases which establish
acquaintances with each other to build the P2P network topology. Each acquaintance
is characterized both by a mapping (the paper did not say which) between the peer
databases involved and by a first order theory defining the semantic dependencies
between the peer databases. The vision in [13] is about the problem of selecting views
to materialize and then distributing these views and original data among the peers.
However, contrary to [1], the authors did not discuss any architecture alternatives in
their papers.
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PeerDB [33], the first implementation of a PDBMS, is a P2P data sharing system
built on top of a generic and self-configurable P2P framework.

It is a PDBMS

th at supports fine-grained and content-based searching, integrates mobile agents,
and provides a frontend for searching schemaless data.

The Piazza project [40]

has adapted the popular Global-As-View (GAV) and Local-As-View (LAV) schema
mapping techniques ([24]) to the P2P context to allow distributed query processing
across heterogeneous schemas. In Piazza, each peer database schema is a GAV/LAV
view of the remaining P2P network of database schemas. Query processing now
reduces to a special case of answering queries using views. Though they provide
architectures for their respective systems, the authors of [33] and [40] did not discuss
nor experiment with any architecture alternatives yet.
The work reported in [3] describes a framework for providing a P2P-oriented
database access and integration on the Grid infrastructure using the OGSA-DAI
standard. We are much interested in offering a framework, not for data integration,
but for d ata coordination in a context where each peer database does not need to
constrain itself in order to share data with acquainted peers.
Major database and information systems companies have clearly identified the
need for either Grid or P2P data access. For example, IBM and Oracle are working
with National e-Science Center in the United Kingdom on the development of the
OGSA-DAI framework. Also, IBM-Italy teamed up with the University of Rome to
develop a framework for P2P data integration on the Grid [3]. However, these efforts
are centered around the Grid infrastructure. There seems therefore to be a clear need
for a similar development for a service-oriented infrastructure th at is purely centered
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Figure 6.1: Exposing existing Edutella/JXTA P2P services as Web Services [30]
around the concept of P2P, which though could offer a bridge to the Grid world.

6.1

E d u tella P e e r-to -P e er N etw o rk

The goal of Edutella project [36, 30] is to design and implement a schema-based P2P
infrastructure for Semantic Web. It relies on the W3C m etadata standards, RDF
and RDF schema to describe distributed resources and use JXTA framework for P2P.
RDF and RDFS are used to denote for resources on the Web and provide way by
which computer systems can exchange data. The main building blocks of Edutella
project are schema language, query language and a network topology. RDFS is used
to represent schema based on classes, properties and property constraints to define
vocabulary used to describe resources. As expressive query formalism is required
than a simple key and keyword-based queries, a rule language based on Datalog
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(or Horn logic in general) is used for Edutella, RDF-QEL (Resource Description
Framework-Query Execution Language). Edutella peers are connected to network
using a wrapper-based architecture, where the wrapper is responsible for translating
local queries into the Edutella common query model. Edutella takes the step to
organize peers in a setting so th at the network search is efficient. Super-peer net
work topology, clustering and routing using indices are the techniques considered for
making the query execution efficient [36].
Edutella other than using JXTA to provide peer services, it also investigates the
interaction between Edutella/JXTA and Web services to exchange distributed func
tionalities between the two platforms. Two scenarios have been considered to achieve
this first; expose existing Edutella/JXTA P2P services as Web services and second;
integrate Web service enabled content providers into Edutella JXTA. Edutella uses
proxies to achieve the service layer interaction between Edutella/JXTA and Web
services [30].
Edutella/JX TA and Web services are different in three ways as; first Edutella/JXTA
and Web services use different entity identification systems as well as searching and
locating entity functionalities. Second Edutella/JXTA and Web services use different
transport and message protocols to communicate with service provider and client.
In P2P setting clients communicate with each other using JXTA protocols through
JXTA pipes, but Web service use H TTP for transport. Third Edutella/JXTA and
Web services use different formats to describe distributed services, a JXTA service is
advertised, discovered and used using JXTA protocols. Whereas a Web service is de
scribed, published, discovered and requested using WSDL, UDDI and SOAP. Fourth
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Web services.’'
Edutcila proxy
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Web services
enabled content
provider

“wrapper" Web service

SOAP server

Figure 6.2: Integrating Web Services enabled content providers into Edutella/JXTA
[30]

the security models of both Edutella/JXTA and Web services are incompatible with
each other [30]. To overcome the challenges described above Edutella used Web service/Edutella proxies, which is an Edutella/JX TA peer th at also contains a SOAP
implementation responsible for mediating the SOAP RPC between Edutella/JXTA
and Web services.
The first scenario is to expose existing Edutella/JXTA P2P services as Web
services is implemented by providing Edutella/JX TA proxy for each JXTA service
th at is to be provided as Web service. JXTA services are implemented as before,
th at can be advertised, discovered and used using JXTA pipes. This JXTA service
can be exposed to Web service clients using Web service/Edutella proxy which is
a usual JXTA peer that and has ability to search, locate and interact with the
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Edutella query service. Besides this the Web services/Edutella proxy also runs a
SOAP server responsible for exposing the functionality of the Edutella query service.
Web service/Edutella proxy is described by the WSDL version of the JXTA service
advertisement so requests from the client to SOAP server are translated by the proxy
and forwarded to JXTA query service. This is depicted in Figure 6.1 in detail.
The second scenario is to integrate Web service enabled content providers into
Edutella JXTA. The Edutella/JXTA P2P network has the ability to only contain the
content providers th at are JXTA peers, so to accommodate heterogeneous content
providers it adopts a wrapper-like architecture th at constraint the content providers
to strictly follow the content provider integration protocol called Edutella Common
D ata Model (ECDM). This scenario is also implemented using Web services/Edutella
proxy th at is a JXTA peer holding the implementation of JXTA as well as imple
mentation module for running SOAP server. This proxy is a wrapper Web service
having contents to share with the Edutella P2P network. The request to this Web
service is RDF-QEL query and response as SOAP RPC message. After receiving a
query it has to translate it to the local query of the underlying content repository,
and then transform the local query result into the RDF-QEL query result. The
implementation detail is depicted in the Figure 6.2.
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C hapter 7
C onclusion and Future work

7.1

C on clu sion

The work reported here presented two versions of an Open Service Architecture for
PDBMSs. Such architectures are motivated by the need for closing a gap similar to
one th at the related field of grid computing has already filled with its OGSA-DAI
architecture for d ata access on the grid; it is also motivated by the need for future
integration of schema and instance level data mappings in a common framework.
The first version, OSAP I, confines all the services offered by a peer in a PDBMS
in private processes th at other peers can access only through a peer manager Web
service. The second version, OSAP II, allows loose coupling and decentralization
of services. The OSAP II version offers the main services of the PDBMS as web
services th at are invoked via the network using well-defined interfaces. We have
implemented both OSAP I and OSAP II architectures within the Hyperion PDBMS
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framework and ran experiments. We compared both architectures on the grounds of
extensibility, flexibility, ease of use and performance efficiency.

7.2

F uture W ork

In the future, we plan to extend the proposed architectures and refine the basic
services offered such as Acquaintance and Query Web services.
In terms of Acquaintance Web service, we plan to bring closer the two different
directions th at exists concerning the handling of heterogeneity by clearly defining the
interface for data sharing. On one hand there is the Piazza system [40] which uses
a rich mapping language, GLAV (Global-Local-As-View), to syntactically express
the heterogeneity gap between peer databases. On the other hand, Hyperion uses
mapping tables to semantically express the heterogeneity. The data access for the
Query Web service will also be modified if changes takes place in the Acquaintance
service, but this modification will not change the way how Query Web service is
defined and used by the acquainted peers.
We also plan to integrate more services into the framework such as data coordi
nation and notification services.
Other than refining the OSAP architectures we also plan to have a well defined
interface to publish the peer Web services as well as use the Grid Services of the
OGSA-DAI middleware. This would fulfill the gap between the two growing data
sharing approaches such as P2P database systems and Grid systems.
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A ppen d ix A
W eb Service D efinition Languages

A .l

P eer M anager S ervice D escrip tio n

<?xml versions"1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <wsdl:definitions
targetNamespace="http://DefaultNamespace"
xmlns:impl="http://DefaultNamespace"
xmlns:intf="http://DefaultNamespace"
xmlns:apachesoap="http://xml.apache.org/xml-soap"
xmlns:wsdlsoap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">
<wsdl:message name="requestAcquaintanceRequest">
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<wsdl:part name="inO" type="xsd:string"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="responseAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdl:part name="inO" type="xsd:string"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="sendMessageRequest">
<wsdl:part name="inO" type="xsd:string"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="releaseAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdl:part name="inO" type="xsd:string"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="respReleaseRequest">
<wsdl:part name="inO" type="xsd:string"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:portType name="PeerManagerService">
<wsdl:operation
name="requestAcquaintance" parameterOrder="inO">
<wsdl:input name="requestAcquaintanceRequest"
message="impl:requestAcquaintanceRequest"/>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="responseAcquaintance" parameterOrder="inO">
<wsdl:input name="responseAcquaintanceRequest"
message="impl:responseAcquaintanceRequest"/>
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</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="sendMessage" parameterOrder="inO">
<wsdl:input name="sendMessageRequest"
message="impl:sendMessageRequest"/>
</wsdl:operation>

<wsdl:operation name="releaseAcquaintance" parameterOrder="inO">
<wsdl:input name="releaseAcquaintanceRequest"
message="impl:releaseAcquaintanceRequest"/>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:input name="respReleaseRequest"
message="impl:respReleaseRequest"/>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:binding name="PeerManagerServiceSoapBinding"
type="impl:PeerManagerService">
<wsdlsoap:binding style="rpc"
transports "http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>
<wsdl:operat ion name="requestAcquaintance">
<wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/>
<wsdl:input name="requestAcquaintanceRequest">
< w s d ls o a p :b o d y use="en cod ed "

encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
namespace="http://DefaultNamespace"/>
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</wsdl:input>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="responseAcquaintance">
<wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/>
<wsdl:input name="responseAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded"
encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
namespace="http://DefaultNamespace"/>
</wsdl:input>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="sendMessage">
<wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/>
<wsdl:input name="sendMessageRequest">
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded"
encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
namespace="http://DefaultNamespace"/>
</wsdl:input>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="releaseAcquaintance">
<wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/>

<wsdl:input name="releaseAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded"
encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
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namespace="http://Def aultNamespace"/>
</wsdl:input>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="respReleaseAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/>
<wsdl:input name="respReleaseAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded"
encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
namespace="http://DefaultNamespace"/>
</wsdl:input>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:service name="PeerManagerServiceService">
<wsdl:port
name="PeerManagerServiceM
binding="impl:PeerManagerServiceSoapBinding">
<wsdlsoap:address location=
"http://localhost:8080/axis/services/PeerManagerService"/>
</wsdl:port>
</wsdl:service>
</wsdl:definitions>
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<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <wsdl:definitions
targetNamespace="http://DefaultNamespace"
xmlns:impl="http://DefaultNamespace"
xmlns:intf="http://DefaultNamespace"
xmlns:apachesoap="http://xml.apache.org/xml-soap"
xmlns:wsdlsoap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">
<wsdl:message name="requestAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdl:part name="in0" type="xsd:string"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="responseAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdl:part name="in0" type="xsd:string"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="releaseAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdl:part name="in0" type="xsd:string"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="respReleaseAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdl:part name="in0" type="xsd:string"/>
</wsdl:message>
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<wsdl:portType name="AcquaintanceService">
<wsdl:operation name="requestAcquaintance" parameterOrder="inO">
<wsdl:input name="requestAcquaintanceRequest"
message=" impl:request AcquaintanceRequest11/>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="responseAcquaintance" parameterOrder="inO">
<wsdl:input name="responseAcquaintanceRequest"
message="impl:responseAcquaintanceRequest"/>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="releaseAcquaintance" parameterOrder="inO">
<wsdl:input name="releaseAcquaintanceRequest"
message="impl:releaseAcquaintanceRequest"/>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="respReleaseAcquaintance" parameterOrder="inO">
<wsdl:input name="respReleaseAcquaintanceRequest"
message="impl:respReleaseAcquaintanceRequest"/>

</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:binding name="AcquaintanceServiceSoapBinding"
type="impl:AcquaintanceService">
<wsdlsoap:binding style="rpc"
transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>
<wsdl:operation name="requestAcquaintance">
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<wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/>
<wsdl:input name="requestAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded"
encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
namespace="http://DefaultNamespace"/>
</wsdl:input>
<wsdl:output name="requestAcquaintanceResponse">
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded"
encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
namespace="http://DefaultNamespace"/>
</wsdl:output>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="responseAcquaintance">
<wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/>
<wsdl:input name="responseAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded"
encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
namespace="http://DefaultNamespace"/>
</wsdl:input>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="releaseAcquaintance">
<wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/>
<wsdl:input name="releaseAcquaintanceRequest">
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<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded"
encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
namespace="http://DefaultNamespace"/>
</wsdl:input>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="respEeleaseAcquaintance">
<wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/>

<wsdl:input name="respReleaseAcquaintanceRequest">
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded"
encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
namespace="http://DefaultNamespace"/>
</wsdl:input>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:service name="AcquaintanceServiceService">
<wsdl:port name="AcquaintanceService"
binding="impl:AcquaintanceServiceSoapBinding">
<wsdlsoap:address location=
"http://localhost:8080/axis/services/AcquaintanceService"/>
</wsdl:port>
< /w sd l:serv ice>

</wsdl:definitions>
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<?xml version="l.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <wsdl:definitions
targetNamespace="http://DefaultNamespace"
xmlns:impl="http://DefaultNamespace"
xmlns:intf="http://DefaultNamespace"
xmlns:apachesoap="http://xml.apache.org/xml-soap"
xmlns:wsdlsoap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/soap/"
xmlns:soapenc="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:wsdl="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/"
xmlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsdl/">
<wsdl:message name="sendQueryRequest">
<wsdl:part name="in0" type="xsd:string"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:message name="sendResultRequest">
<wsdl:part name="in0" type="xsd:string"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:portType name="QueryService">
<wsdl:operation name="sendQuery" parameterOrder="inO">
<wsdl:input name="sendQueryRequest"
message="impl:sendQueryRequest"/>
</wsdl:operation>
<wsdl:operation name="sendResult" parameterOrder="inO">
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<wsdl:input name="sendResultRequest"
message="impl:sendResultRequest"/>
</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:portType>
<wsdl:binding name="QueryServiceSoapBinding"
type="impl:QueryService">
<wsdlsoap:binding style="rpc"
transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>
<wsdl:operation name="sendQuery">
<wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/>
<wsdl:input name="sendQueryRequest">
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded"
encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
namespace="http://DefaultNamespace"/>
</wsdl:input>
</wsdl:operation>

<wsdl:operation name="sendResult">
<wsdlsoap:operation soapAction=""/>
<wsdl:input name="sendResultRequest">
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded"
encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"
namespace="http://DefaultNamespace"/>
</wsdl:input>
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</wsdl:operation>
</wsdl:binding>
<wsdl:service name="QueryServiceService">
<wsdl:port name="QueryService"
binding="inipl:QueryServiceSoapBinding">
<wsdlsoap:address
location="http://localhost:8080/axis/services/QueryService"/>
</wsdl:port>
</wsdl:service>
</wsdl:definitions>
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